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DESCRIPTION The DSCTooltip tool is designed to add text to
different areas defined by DSCTarget and DSCRay and is written
for MS Excel. DSC Tooltips shows three types of text displayed
in different areas: text with dactylic marks, text with center
alignment, and text with calculated values. DSC Target can be
extended by adding text fields with different content type
options. First select the application object type and then the text
area type. Dimension can be set like this: format = "echo
\\"c%d\\"" Thus, the selected text will be displayed as "echo" and
the rest as "\\"c\\"". When you create text regions, you can add or
remove columns, set value view options, and modify regions. So,
you can set areas with borders or curly frames, input fields,
checkmarks, etc. There are three types of region in MS
Excelscape: CMD, CSV and SVC. Highlighted text (text with
dacustics) is displayed as a text field with a numbered list of data,
and text with center-aligned values â€‹â€‹is displayed with
calculated measures. There are two other types of text boxes in
Excel, but they are not as commonly used. The first is the CB
CTF, which defines the random distribution of the columns. SVC
CSV CLASS means: "warehouse estimate". This function defines
the distribution and entry rules for values. This function is
directly intended for such a case when the program uses double
entry and it is necessary to provide an unambiguous definition of
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what exactly to add to the table. You can set input fields in any
form, but the list of any data is most often used. However, you
can
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